
Manual Monitor Lift
Product # 500981090

DESCRIPTION
- This manually operated device is designed to hold TV monitors and computer screens
in freestanding desks, workstations, and cabinets. 
- When the monitor is not in use, it can easily be pushed down into the desk to
maximize the desktop surface.
- Versatile design accommodates larger monitors.
- Great for use when switching between desk surface to computer use.

ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS
- Maximizes desktop area when monitor is not in use. - Versatile design accommodates
larger monitors. - Great for use when switching between desk surface to computer use.
- Multiple hole mounting choices provide several different options for any type of
mounting configuration. - Does not require levers, handles, or buttons to activate. -
Multiple mounting options provide flexibility to fit any type of monitor. - Swivel adapter
provides the end user with multiple angle options for the monitor. - Simple weight
adjustments provide monitor with smooth counterbalance control from open to closed
position. - Easy installation and adjustments. - Ideal for any size monitor up to 14 lb
(6.35 kg). - Multiple hole configurations on fixed mounting plate offer ample attachment
points for any mounting application. - Simple to operate: push-to-open, push-to-lock
feature provides positive locking in stored position. - Six VESA mounting positions to
accept 75 mm x 75 mm and 100 mm x 100 mm screen mounting patterns.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Product # 500981090

Capacity 5 to 14 lb

Width - Overall Dimensions 5.8 in

Depth - Overall Dimensions 3.3 in

Height - Overall Dimensions 26.5 to 46.1 in

Material Steel

Finish Black

Mounting Clamp or Grommet Mount

Extension 19.8 in

INCLUDED PRODUCT(S)
- Five 1 lb. weights are provided to counterbalance from 5 to 14 lb.
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